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1. Theme: Parametric Curves [10pts] 

Given the DeCasteljau triangle: 

 

a. What degree Bezier curve is this triangle made for? [2pts] 

b. What is the Bezier curve point for t=0.5 given p0=[0,0]T, p1=[4,8]T, p2=[8,16]T, 

p3=[16,32]T ? [4pts] 

c. If the [0..1] range is sampled at 100 points to produce the curve, how many 

multiplications in total are used, assuming that the curve is in 3D space? [4pts] 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Theme: Visualization Principles [10pts] 

In the context of visualization: 
a. Describe a filtering technique used to remove input data noise. [2pts] 
b. What is a transfer function? [3pts] 
 
In the following transfer function: 
 

 
c. what is xmin and xmax and what do fcontrast and fquant do?  [5pts] 
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3. Theme: Illumination [10pts] 

In the Phong illumination model:  

a. what is the reflection vector r , where is it used and what can it be replaced by?. 

[3pts] 

b. what is the difference between Gouraud shading and Phong shading? [3pts] 

In the ambient occlusion equation: 

 

c. describe the output of the d function? [2pts] 

d. what does w(p) represent? [2pts] 

 

4. Theme: Visualization Algorithms [10pts] 

Given the following implementation of the Marching Cubes algorithm: 

Void MC()  
{ 

for (i= 0; i<maxcubeI; i++) 
for (j= 0; j<maxcubeJ; j++) 

for (k= 0; k<maxcubeK; k++)  
{ 

l1=get_label (i,j,k); 
l2=get_label (i+1,j,k); 
... 
l8=get_label (i+1,j+1,k+1); 
index=l1++l2++l3++l4++l5++l6++l7++l8; 
bindex=map_2_basic_index(index); 
transform=map_2_basic_trans(index); 

surface_list= precomputed_surfaces(bindex,transform^{-1}); 
for (p=0; p<num_vertices(surface_list); p++) 

compute_precise_edge_position(p,cube_field_values(i,j,k)); 
for (p=0; p<num_vertices(surface_list) p++) 

compute_normal(p, cube_field_values(i,j,k)); 
} 

} 

 

a. What does the command compute_precise_edge_position(p,cube_field_values(i,j,k)); do? 

[2pts] 

b. Why are there 8 labels l1…l8? [2pts] 

c. What is  transform? [2pts] 

d. What is bindex? [2pts] 

e. What is the output of the algorithm? [2pts] 
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5. Theme: Ray Tracing [10pts] 

Given the following function of a ray tracer: 
 
Color raytrace( Ray r, int depth, Scene world, vector <Light*> lights ) 
{ 

Ray *refl, *tran; 

Color color_r, color_t, color_l; 

 
if ( depth > MAX_DEPTH ) 

return backgroundColor; 
int hits = findClosestIntersection(r, world); 
if ( hits == 0 ) 

return backgroundColor; 
color_l = calculateLocalColor(r, lights, world); 

if (r->isect->surface->material->k_refl > 0) 

{ 
refl = calculateReflection(r); 
color_r = raytrace(refl, depth+1, world, lights); 
delete refl; 

} 
if (r->isect->surface->material->k_refr > 0) 
{ 

tran = calculateRefraction(r); 
color_t = raytrace(tran, depth+1, world, lights); 
delete tran; 

} 
return color_l + color_r + color_t; 

} 

 

f. Which statement of this code is the most expensive to execute and what is its time 

complexity in terms of the number of rays R and objects N? [2pts] 

g. What does the statement  raytrace(tran, depth+1, world, lights); do?  [2pts] 

h. Which additional recursion termination condition can you think of? [2pts] 

i. Which subroutine of raytrace includes the consideration of shadow rays and what do 

these rays do? [2pts] 

j. How can the ray-object intersection tests be sped up using space subdivision? [2pts] 

 

 

 


